
➢ Officer Tapp admitted to Sergeant Donna Olson that he "hip checked" Student 

and that he knew it was wrong. (Olson Statement Pg. 2 Lines 38-40) 

➢ Officer Tapp admitted to Sergeant Olson that he knew it was wrong, but he lost 

his temper for a split second because the student was yelling obscenities at him 

and telling him that he "wasn't shit without his gun on." (Olson Memo to IAU 

paragraphs 2 and 3) 

➢ On April 21, 2010 during a second meeting with Officer Tapp, Principal Gilman 

informed Officer Tapp that he had seen the video of the incident. At that time, 

Officer Tapp confessed to Principal Gilman. Officer Tapp stated that he did hip 

check her (Student ) and he knew it was wrong. (Olson Statement Pg. 3 

Lines 29-34) (Olson Memo to IAU paragraph 7) 

➢ See Roosevelt H.S. Security Camera Footage CD (Surveillance Video Tab) 
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Recommendation 

During this incident, Officer Patrick Tapp used force, which involved a "Body Check" 

into a wall and metal handrail, against Al/Student Al/ did not pose 

an immediate threat to the safety of Officer Tapp or anyone else present at that time. 

Student was not resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest by flight. The 

severity of the nature of this incident relating to a fight was no longer relevant as School 

Staff separated the combatants and tempers appeared to be de-escalated. The situation 

was under control. 

After Principal Gilman confronted Officer Tapp, Officer Patrick Tapp admitted to both 

Sergeant Donna Olson and Principal Gilman that his actions were wrong. After Principal 

Gilman confronted Officer Tapp, Officer Tapp admitted to Sergeant Donna Olson and 

Principal Gilman that he "lost it." 

The force used by Officer Tapp during this incident against Student did not 

appear to be necessary. The forced used by Officer Tapp against Student M. did not 

appear to be reasonable. This investigator recommends sustained for this allegation. 

Allegation # 2: 

On Tuesday April 20, 2010 at approximately 16:52 hours, Officer Patrick Tapp submitted 

CAPRS Report 10-109153 supplement 1. It is alleged that supplement 1 misrepresents 

Officer Tapp's actual actions against Al , during this incident. 
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On Wednesday April 21, 2010 at approximately 12:18 hours, Officer Patrick Tapp 

submitted CAPRS Report 10-109153 supplement 2. It is alleged that supplement 2 

contradicts Officer Tapp's description of his actions he submitted in CAPRS Report 10-

109153 supplement 1. CAPRS Report 10-109153 supplement 2 continues to 

misrepresent the actual events that occurred during this incident. 

If this allegation were true, it would violate the following: 

5-101.01 TRUTHFULNESS (01/26/05) 

The integrity of police service is based on truthfulness. Officers shall not willfully or knowingly 

make an untruthful statement, verbally or written, or knowingly omit pertinent information 

pertaining to his/her official duty as a Minneapolis Police Officer. 

MPD employees shall not willfully or knowingly make an untruthful statement or knowingly 

omit pertinent information in the presence of any supervisor, intended for the information of 

any supervisor, or before any court or hearing. Officers shall not make any false statements to 

justify a criminal or traffic charge or seek to unlawfully influence the outcome of any 

investigation. (12/14/07) 

These requirements apply to any report, whether verbal or written, concerning official MPD 

business including, but not limited to, written reports, transmissions to MECC and officers via 

radio, telephone, pager, e-mail or MDC. 

MPD employees are obligated under this policy to respond fully and truthfully to questions 

about any action taken that relates to the employee's employment or position regardless of 

whether such information is requested during a formal investigation or during the daily course 

of business. (12/14/07) 
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Investigative Facts 

➢ In CAPRS Report 10-109153 supplement 1, Officer Patrick Tapp transcribed that 

he was escorting Al (Student =Mt to the Dean's Office. While he was 

escorting Al, he stumbled and bumped into Al, knocking her off-balance and into 

a handrail. (CAPRS Report 10-109153 supplement 1) 

➢ The Roosevelt H.S. Security Camera Footage shows Officer Tapp walking toward 

Al/Student from the left side of the hallway, in what appears to be Officer 

Tapp building momentum and using the momentum of his body weight to "body 

check" A 1 /Student into the right wall. During this same time, Al/Student 

also struck a metal handrail attached to the wall. (Roosevelt H.S. 

Security Camera Footage CD) 

➢ In CAPRS Report 10-109153 supplement 1, Officer Tapp transcribed that he 

apologized to Al for the contact. Officer Tapp transcribed that Al did not 

complain of any injury at that time. (CAPRS Report 10-109153 supplement 1) 

➢ The Roosevelt H.S. Security Camera Footage shows Officer Tapp continuing to 

walk forward after "body checking" Al/Student MM. It does not appear that 

Officer Tapp apologized or checked Al for possible injury. (Roosevelt H.S. 

Security Camera Footage CD) 
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